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The main feature of this month’s cover provides the final
part of my Salvador Dalì trilogy. It is taken from a
painting that the artist executed in 1929 and which he
called ‘The Enigma of Desire – My Mother, My Mother, My
Mother’. The most striking part of this painting is surely
the lion’s head with it’s bared teeth and angry eyes.
Apparently, prior to completing this study, Dalì had been
reading a lot of Freud who wrote that the appearance of a
wild animal, a lion for instance, represented sexual urges
that a person was afraid of letting go. The matters of
sexual urges and of letting go abound in the acts of
conception and subsequent child birth and perhaps Dalì was
thinking about the role of his mother in those acts when he
set about this painting.
In the foreground of this cover is the amazing sculpture
‘Alison Lapper Pregnant’ by Marc Quinn that will soon be
pondered over by thousands of visitors to Trafalgar Square.
Forget the triumphs of that famous Master of War on the top
his column, this sculpture represents a real struggle and
triumph in the face of human adversity.
On the right, Dylan looks over at Alison’s condition and
wonders what it would be like to get back to that state of
pre-birth security inside the womb where what’s real and
what is not really doesn’t matter. Intent on this journey,
Dylan is just about to join the ultimate Time Traveler who
will take him where ever he wants to go, although I doubt
that the Doctor will permit smoking inside his Tardis.
The framed photographs of Dylan on the bedroom wall at the
back come from the advert which suggests that Dylan is
promoting ladies garments. Now I wonder what his mother
would have said about that!
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Magnetic Movements-On-Line by Chris Cooper
Issue 223
Hello and welcome
Here we are again, another fine batch of DVDs plopped on the mat this past month, which we’ll look at in
a moment. Once again you can view the forthcoming ones in brief at http://dvdylan.com where Vygi
strives to keep as full a list of available DVDs as he can. It is not the remit of my column to attempt to list
every new compilation, merely each new recording that appears. So keep an eye on Vygi’s website if you
want more comprehensive details on variations in titles.
If you have any news / copies of films that have not been listed please don’t be shy, tell me, or Vygi about
them!

But now lets get on with the show.

D7 A8 S7 H7 F8 I SC
BURLINGTON, VERMONT 11 OCT 1994
103.00
Jokerman /If Not For You / All Along The Watchtower /I Don't Believe You /Tangled
Up In Blue
4

Man In The Long Black Coat /Mama, You Been On My Mind /Gates Of Eden /Don't
Think Twice, It's All Right /God Knows /She Belongs To Me /Maggie's Farm /////What
Good Am I ?
My Back Pages
Not sure why this has taken so long to arrive, but it is certainly worthwhile watching. The
band were tight and Dylan was certainly more energetic than he is these days. A fair
amount of backs of heads though, but anice atmospheric film anyway.

D5 A8 S7 H6 F7 I BC5
TORONTO 18 JULY 2000
97.00
Duncan And Brady /Song To Woody /Desolation Row /Love Minus Zero/No Limit
/Tangled Up In Blue/This World Can't Stand Long /Country Pie /Lay, Lady, Lay ./Gotta
Serve Somebody/
She Belongs To Me /Drifter's Escape /Leopard-Skin Pill-Box Hat ////Things Have
Changed /
Like A Rolling Stone /Don't Think Twice, It's All Right /Highway 61 Revisited /Blowin'
In The Wind
Now this is a little too dark for me. Though the show is good and this does represent the
entire show, at times unsteady and obscured

D8 A8 S8 H9 F8 I BL5
ST LOUIS, MISSOURI MARCH 3, 2004
62.00
Tombstone Blues / Senor (Tales Of Yankee Power) / Tweedle Dee And Tweedle Dum /
Love Minus Zero/No Limit /High Water (For Charley Patton) /Most Likely You Go Your
Way (And I'll Go Mine) /Tell Me That It Isn't True /Highway 61 Revisited /Girl Of The
North Country
Cold Irons Bound /Every Grain Of Sand
This is not actually going round yet, but will shortly. It’s the first film I have seen with
the two drummers. Not that you see that much of them as this is very close on Dylan. A
lovely steady and clear view at that. An Bob is smiling and enjoying himself. Missing the
set closers and the encores its certainly one to locate as and when you can. By the way I
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thought the 2 drummers were on each track, but we can clearly see here that Hayward
only plays on the faster tracks here.

DESOLATION ROW by Roderick Smith
10.00
A real curiosity this A Puppet presentation of Desolation Row, Mr Smith has very
cleverly used the artwork of 16th Century Peter Breugel to underline many of the lines of
the song. Its odd, it’s weird, at times it’s downright funny. But it works. I like it anyway

ANGELS IN VENICE ADVERT
1.00
The already infamous lingerie advert that has Dylan looking cool and seductive. (Well he
trys anyway) whilst a few lines of Love Sick plays and a girl in powder blue undies (not a
wig) who has mysteriously sprouted wings, walks around and is seductive.
And finally we have to mention that all of the recent John Green Day 4 was filmed and
is available as close, superb sound recordings. They will not be listed here but pictures
from them are featured in my piece on the event elsewhere in this issue. Check them out.
I think I should mention the recently arrive compilations “Thru The Years Vols 1 & 2”
also. They contain nothing new but do feature lots of odd tracks in the best quality around
right now.

Till Next Time…
Chris Cooper
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By Mark Carter

Plenty of Masked And Anonymous reviews to get through this month and no surprise here - there ain't a positive one amongst ‘em!

The New York Times’ A.O. Scott begins his savaging by quoting Dylan’s cellulose
diologue (“It’s in the grass. Cows can digest it. But you can’t and neither can I”) and then
suggests that it might prove to be a metaphor for the movie; “I did not see any cows at the
movie, but only a many-stomached Bob Dylan fan could walk away from this film
feeling well nourished.” The San Francisco Chronicle's Edward Guthmann was equally
impressed; “...Void of inflection, Dylan doesn't act, but stands and looks uneasy in
whatever space the camera is pointing. The deadness in his eyes stops the movie cold.”
Liam Lacey of GlobeAndMail.com awarded it one star and his opening salvo ran thus;
“...There are people who find treasures in celebrities’ garbage cans so it’s a reasonable
gamble they might want to buy tickets to watch their throwaway home-movie projects as
well. That’s the most plausible explanation for the theatrical release of Masked And
Anonymous.” Still, his cards are on the table from the first paragraph, so it saves having
to read any more of his review.
Dennis Harvey’s review on SFBG.com was pretty brief but, even so, managed to maul
Renaldo And Clara (“...perhaps the single most unwatchable movie of the 1970s”),
Dylan’s acting ability which “still bears comparison to a cement block” and the movie
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itself; “...It's quasi-surreal, limply metaphorical, solemnly pretentious wankage.” Possibly
not a fan, then?
The nearest we get to a complimentary review is courtesy of Bill White of the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer who reckons that the film is “strange and convoluted...as rewarding as
a Dylan song, and just as perplexing.”
Meanwhile, the soundtrack was faring slightly better, with Record Collector’s Ken Hunt
claiming that the varied mix of musical styles contained on the album provides “food for
thought” and that “the pluses outnumber the minuses”. Dylan’s contributions are praised,
with Cold Irons Bound being voted “the best of the bunch” and - one senses that Hunt
might have run out of inspiration here - Diamond Joe described as “a folksy thing”.
Uncut’s brief review awarded it three stars and concluded diplomatically that it was “a
must for Dylanites”.
Le Monde's Bruno Lesprit was also impressed, only singling out the Grateful Dead track
for criticism (and, therefore, earning my respect) and claiming that “this amazing mosaic
has the great merit of shying away from the mausoleum-like tributes so frequent
nowadays.”

Bob’s Summer shows earned somewhat better column inches with surprisingly hardly
any comments about how his voice is ravaged beyond repair nowadays. Dana Dugan of
MTEXPRESS .com singled out praise for new guitarist Freddie Koella, who “was up to
the task and played superbly, in some cases duelling with the legend and cutting loose at
other times to rock at the front of the stage.”
Dusty Parnell of the Idaho Press enjoyed Bob’s Idaho Center Ampitheater show slightly
less than his last appearance three years ago; “Not that this was a bad show, it certainly
wasn't that, but Dylan left a vague feeling of disappointment. Perhaps my expectations
were too high.”
The Wisconsin Star Tribune’s Jon Bream trooped along to the joint Dylan/Dead show at
Somerset’s Float-Rite Ampi-theatre and obviously enjoyed Dylan more than the Dead;
“...It's a good thing that Dylan sat in with the Dead, because he provided the main spark
during their first set… “As for Dylan's opening stint, he tore through a rollicking
roadhouse set...He played piano and harmonica with conviction and sang with parched
passion. For a figure of his stature and repertoire, it seemed like an insultingly short set.”
Josh McAuliffe of the Scranton Times enjoyed the show at Bushkill’s Mountain Laurel
Performing Arts Center; “...The iconic singer-songwriter was nothing short of brilliant...
(the) trademark voice was as craggy and hoarse as ever, but his energy was inspired and
his phrasing almost completely comprehensible.” He was even impressed with the new
venue (in which Dylan was playing the first rock concert); “...The acoustics are terrific,
which made the experience even more enjoyable.”
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Seth Rogovoy of the Berkshire Eagle decided that the show at Northampton’s Pines
Theatre must have been both exciting and terrifying for Dylan’s band because he threw
them so many curveballs, momentarily confusing both them and the audience; “There
were several of these tense moments in Dylan’s erratic but brilliant show.” Other than
early disappointment with Dylan’s delivery (“where his vocals get stuck in a sing-song
pattern that ends every line going up - the musical version of Valley Girl-it is”)/ Rogovoy
was more than impressed “even if, as my much wiser 10-year- old son observed at the
end “He played a lot of good songs the wrong way”.”

Again reviewing the Northampton gig for Massivelive.com Kevin O’Hare was also more
impressed than depressed; “... Like nearly all Dylan shows these days, it had it’s
moments of brilliance and bewilderment, majestic highs mixed among momentary lapses
of chaos and confusion. In other words, it was just the way Bob likes it.”
Syracuse.com’s Mark Bialczak was thrilled with Bob's “sizzling two hour set” at the
State Fair Grandstand and was equally thrilled with his onstage joke whilst introducing
Larry Campbell; “Larry went and got a pig. I asked him where he was going to put it. He
said “Under my bed.” I asked him what he’ll do when the pig starts to smell. He said, “I'll
get used to it.” “Is it me, or has Bob cocked up the punchline? Surely it should be; “I
asked him what he’s going to do about the smell. He said “The pig will just have to get
used to it.”” Mind you, Bob’s jokes are funnier when he does fuck them up.
Meanwhile, The Guardian’s Richard Williams was waxing lyrical over the new set of
remastered CDs (my tagline would be “So good you’ve just got to buy them all over
again” and Sony can even use it if they pay me enough money). He is most impressed
with Sad Eyes Lady Of The Lowlands (“now even more gloriously voluptuous”) and, in
general, feels that “the restorers have done nothing but good, and this is the best chance
yet to hear Dylan’s acoustic guitar glistening like dewdrops in a cobweb on Girl From
The North Country.” He is even pleased with the new packaging - mini LP sleeves with
extra photos and “the absence of scholarly essays, which is a relief”.
John Harris reviewed the whole lot for October’s Mojo and -Street Legal excepted, for
reasons I simply cannot understand (how can anyone not love that album?) - had nothing
but praise for all of them. Indeed, his only complaint is the titles that Sony and/or Dylan
decided to omit; New Morning, Bob Dylan, Freewheelin’ and “the cultishly-treasured
soundtrack Pat Garrett And Billy The Kid”, though he is relieved that Bob’s 1985-88
recorded output is ignored. What? Does nobody yearn for a remastered Drifting Too Far
From Shore, then?
Also during October Peter Doggett enjoyed Andrew Muir’s Troubadour book in Record
Collector (“His essays might not be definitive, but they lead you inevitably back to the
music with a different, broader perspective, which is all one can ask from a book of this
nature”) and Mojo was voting Dylan’s Strat and amp at Newport in 1965 as the second
most world-changing moment in rock ‘n’ roll. For once Dylan actually beats the Beatles
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in a poll (they can only limp in at number 11) and only Elvis’ mid-1950s can be
considered to have had a greater impact in the world of popular music and beyond. Fair
comment.

Finally, mention must be made here of Uncut's special Dylan-only magazine published
in September. The first in a series of “Legends” titles, this follows fairly closely Q's
Dylan special from 2000; 1961-69 - Dylan could do no wrong - 1980-88 - Dylan could do
no right, 1975 - the Rolling Thunder Revue, 1979 - Slow Train, 1997 onwards - the
Great Comeback, etc, etc. Unlike the Q effort, there are fewer misdated photos and
stupid photo captions and, more importantly, there seem to be a few more rarer photos.
Well written, nicely laid out and with a spot-on essay to conclude, this is essential and
you won't pick a better magazine off the shelf all year, I'll wager (though Penthouse's
"Big Bazoomas Special" comes pretty close, admittedly). My only complaint is that none
of these mags takes a look at the Dylan fanzine market - a surprising omission, given
their importance to practically every Bob Dylan fan on the planet and surely these are as
worthy of attention as, say, Dylan websites? Perhaps if Mojo ever get around to
producing a Dylan special they'll rectify the error.
That's it for this month. I'm off to Roswell with Jack Fate.

THANKS TO: DEREK AND TRACY BARKER, ANTONIO IRIARTE AND
GRAHAM WILKINSON
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The Whole Wide World is watching
The best of the web by Martin Stein
(With thanks to Expecting Rain)

Apart from that ad and reviews of the Bootleg Series Vol. 6, here’s some
other kind of news…

1. This One’s For Leonard – The book Dylan and Cohen – Poets of Rock and Roll
by David Boucher is due out in mid may price £17:50. Described as “a fascinating
political, psychological and artistic profile of these two iconic writers and
performers”. Paperback, 256 pages, ISBN 0826459811.
2. False Idols Fall - A couple of 1960s idols may be coming to "American Idol."
Producers of the Fox TV talentfest have confirmed that Paul McCartney and Bob
Dylan are in line to become guest judges next season. Dylan's reps are said to be
further along in negotiations, says Newsday's Robert Kahn, though McCartney is
confirmed as being "interested."
3. Outlaw Blues - Bob Dylan made an unannounced
appearance during Wednesday night's (5th May)
taping of Willie Nelson's third annual USA Network
concert special. Dylan was one of the "outlaws and
angels" that Willie Nelson brought out. During a
three-hour
show, the
black-clad
Nelson let
his many
guests take the spotlight. Dylan was among
the early performers, singing with Nelson
on You Win Again, a Hank Williams song.
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The Wiltern Theatre event, dubbed "Willie Nelson & Friends: Outlaws and Angels,"
will air as a two-hour special on Memorial Day, Monday 31st May.

4. DVD Blues – Uncut 31 (June 2004) has a three-page feature (A Simple Twist of
Fate) on Masked and Anonymous.
5. Quiz - Find out which Dylan song reflects your personality by answering a few
questions at www.youthink.com/quiz.asp?action=take&quiz_id=226
6. Country Pie – A compilation CD of Dylan songs – Dylan Country – is due out on
18th May. Featured artists include Willie Nelson (alone and in duet with Bob on
Heartlands), Emmylou Harris, Johnny Cash, Weylon Jennings, Buck Owen and Hank
Williams Jr.
7. Talkin’ World War 2 Blues - Scholars have identified the Scottish ballad
Farewell To Sicily as the original tune for The Times, They Are A-Changin’. The
tune was composed in 1945 by Pipe Major James Robertson with words by Hamish
Henderson to mark the withdrawal of Allied troops after the end of the Second World
War.
8. Off The Top Of My Head - interesting interview with Dylan on his craft of song
writing can be found at www.calendarlive.com/music/pop/cl-cadylan04apr04,3583678.story
9. Basqued & Anonymous – Apparently the plot for the bra and knickers ad is that
Bob meets a bobby dazzler in a fetching blue bra with matching knickers and an unmatching cowboy-hat-and-angel-wings combo. They stare each other out and we hear
Bob say "I see - I see silhouettes in the window / I'm sick of love - I wish I'd never met
you". The effect is that Bob knows that he shouldn't be with the dolly bird, but won't
be able to help himself if she's got on that get-up.
The promotional CD which compliments the VS ad contains: She belongs to me /
Don't think twice / It's alright / To Ramona / Boots of Spanish leather / It's all over
now, Baby Blue / Love sick [remix] / Make you feel my love / Things have changed /
Sugar baby
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(RE) BORN IN (THE NICK OF) TIME
By Mark Carter

I remember reading something

recently (can't remember where exactly,
probably something off the internet - oooh, get me; aren't I getting all hi-tech in my old
age) that suggested that the release of Oh Mercy in 1989 successfully nipped in the bud
the notion that Dylan had turned into an oldies act. This is something that I had not
previously considered, but, having given it some thought, it seems to contain at least a
kernel of truth. I guess that, since 1981, he had been turning into a Greatest Hits trouper,
albeit not in the strictest sense of the word since, as has been pointed out time and time
again, his interpretation of, say, Like A Rolling Stone is not going to sound the same
from one show to the next, let alone one year to the next. However, the 1984 European
tour was certainly aimed towards a legend-ticking audience - possibly only the second
one of his career at that time to do so (1974 seems, to me, to be the other one. 1978, for
some reason, somehow doesn't). By the time he hit the stage in Verona, Infidels was
already over six months old and, as usual, by then Dylan had begun to leave it behind. Of
the two or three numbers from that album that he did play, anyone rushing out to buy it
on the strength of the live performances would have had a bit of a shock. Mind you, I
guess that anybody who rushed out to buy it on the strength of the Letterman
performance two months earlier would have had a similar shock - and not necessarily a
pleasant one; where, for instance, was the incendiary version of Licence To Kill that they
had heard?
Similarly, 1986 was another Greatest Hits tour, played largely to massive American
audiences there, in the main, to hear Like A Rolling Stone and Rainy Day Women and to
see Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers. At least in 1984 Dylan acknowledged his latest
album, two years later he steadfastly ignored Knocked Out Loaded in favour of the
somewhat predictable old chestnuts and cover versions. Not that you could blame him.
You have to assume that, how ever badly his own sense of quality control had
deteriorated by the mid-80s, even he realised that he had produced a real stinker of an
album and that it’s one redeeming song was so overlong and over-wordy that he had only
managed to memorise the chorus by the end of the tour.
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I suppose that even the 1987 European tour was a Greatest Hits package of sorts, even if
it was a more obscure Greatest Hits package than 84 and 86, and the legend-tickers in the
audience would have been hard pressed to recognise, say, John Brown, Tomorrow Is A
Long Time or Dead Man, Dead Man, and the "classics" - Rolling Stone, Times They Are
A-Changin', etc, etc - were usually rushed through to get them out of the way so much so
that they too were almost unrecognisable unless you had the previous half dozen shows
on tape already. By comparison, the early 1988/89 NET shows were Greatest Hits shows
inasmuch as Joe Public stood a greater chance of getting something he recognised and/or
remembered that year than he ever could have hoped for in 1987. Also, once again, he
had just released an album that the critics and public hated (I always loved it, but that's by
the by) and that he steadfastly ignored onstage, save for mutating Silvio into a hideous
slab of Grateful Dead-style jamming/doodling/arseing about during the past sixteen
years. I remember seeing the Bobmeister in Birmingham in '89 and I clearly recall the
cheer afforded rare outings for Congratulations and Lonesome Town, which implies that,
in the middle of more familiar fare, at least part of the audience realised that they were
being treated to an obscurity or two.
Five months later, however, he suddenly no longer had to rely on other people’s songs in
order to freshen up a set list of chestnuts - he had his first new album of “proper” songs
that he was prepared to promote in concert since 1981 and overnight he became a
relevant artist of the 1990s - an artist who could no longer be written off as some hoary
old has-been trading in on past glories in ever decreasing circles. What probably also
helped is the fact that Oh Mercy was voted by critics worldwide as his best album since
Blood On The Tracks. Whether we agreed with them or not is (and was) not important.
Like it or not, the world does not listen to us, it listens to people who write reviews for
newspapers and magazines, and those people told the world that Dylan had produced his
greatest work for fifteen years and was a big deal all over again.
Thinking about it, this “Dylan-as-current-and-important-artist” mode of thought probably
sustained pretty much until the mid-90s, despite the fact that Under The Red Sky was
bollocks and the two acoustic albums were welcomed by the populace as though he had
delivered the proverbial cup of cold sick. By 1996 he was probably again regarded
widely as an oldies act who had had one last good album in him (Oh Mercy) and a few
crap ones (everything else) and whose live shows had evolved once again so that you
couldn’t tell whether he was playing Alabama Getaway, Seven Days or Blowin’ In The
Wind. What saved him this time was the histoplasmosis (dying or serious illness is
always a sure fire way to get your career reassessed) and -just in the nick of time - Time
Out Of Mind. By the time the 20th Century turned into the 21st, he was once again
regarded as an immortal who should never be written off and the live shows were as good
as they were ever going to get (which is very good indeed) just in time for a new younger
audience, attracted by his legend and the fact that his attitude and approach to live work
always seems to resonate with whatever is “current”. Because he followed up with Love
And Theft with what seemed like almost unseemly haste, he seemed to have had too little
time to fall back into being viewed as an Oldies act, and, because the album was again so
well received by the critics and makers and shakers, the emphasis was still squarely on
Dylan being considered a relevant artist, and one who, according to general consensus,
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was producing some of the best work of his life some ten, twenty or even thirty years
after he had been written; off as past his best.
It may well be that he has reached a place in the hearts and minds of American and
Europeans where he can do little wrong, simply because of who he is and what he has
done. He is now part of the very fabric of everyone's musical heritage and probably the
last surviving link to a way of life (and a way of living with - and for - your music) that
no longer exists. I would suggest that he is now viewed in a way that, say, the Stones or
McCartney are not and never will be (now, there are two acts who have cornered the
Greatest Hits “send the legend-tickers home happy” market) and there are probably not
many people nowadays who leave one of his shows - whether it be a 1,700 or 17,000seater - complaining that the songs didn't sound like they do on the record.
Ironically, I find myself starting to consider him as a Greatest Hits merchant again,
perhaps because there seems to be no prospect of a new studio album on the horizon and
perhaps because he seems determined to ignore most of Time Out Of Mind and the best
songs on Love And Theft (not to mention ‘Cross The Green Mountain’) in favour of
more of the same ol’ same o’l. Keyboards or not, we're back to deriving our pleasure
from the shows by hearing how he’s reinvented the chestnuts again, instead of hearing
how a new(er) song sounds.
I’m not sure what I want from Bob Dylan nowadays, but I do know what I expect -and
they ain’t the same things. “I got nothin’, ma, to live up to”. Except, you have, Bob. More
than anyone could live up to.
I wonder what we’ll do when he’s no longer here. I don’t mean just us - the faithful who
buy all the albums and collect all the shows - I mean the world in general. We won't
know his type again. David Gray the new Bob Dylan? This world can't stand long.
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INCREDULITY TOWARD METANARRATIVES
1035 words on
1979 – Dylan and the Passion
by Patrick J. Webster
I was listening, the other day, to Blood on the Tracks, and thinking about the
1970s; that odd decade from which Blood on the Tracks now seems hardly a part of at all.
When I think of the 1970s I immediately think of Nixon and Watergate; and also the
abysmal state of music in that decade. It now seems that things were coasting throughout
the 1970s, resting from the 1960s, waiting for the next new thing. However, the way the
decade ended was more interesting, it seems to me 1979 was the significant year. It was
significant for a number of reasons; both within the Dylan world and without it. In terms
of politics it was the year Margaret Thatcher came to power in the UK, it was the year the
Ayatollah Khomeini came to power in Iran, it was the year Ronald Reagan decided to run
for President in the USA. Thus a great deal of the present could be said to find its origins
at that time in the past.
It terms of cultural events it was the year Bob Dylan brought out his record: Slow Train
Coming, it was the year the great Stanley Kubrick was putting the final touches to his
much misunderstood film, The Shining, and it was also the year Jean Francois Lyotard
published his definitive work: The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge.
Jean Francois Lyotard is generally regarded as one of the most significant postmodern
thinkers of recent times, and, in fact, the publication of The Postmodern Condition would
be regarded by some as the moment when the postmodern age began.
I don’t want to get too bogged down in Lyotard’s ideas in the book, but they can be
summed up in the following phrase, wherein Lyotard famously defined postmodernism:
Simplifying in the extreme ... I define postmodernism as incredulity towards
metanarratives.
By metanarratives Lyotard meant the big stories by which we make sense of the world:
religion, science, Marxism and so on Thus, in the same year Lyotard was proclaiming
incredulity towards metanarratives, Bob Dylan was holding to one of the biggest
metanarratives of all: Christianity.
One of the main arguments of postmodernism is to suggest a fundamental shift in the
human psyche occurred at the end of World War II. The Holocaust and the dropping of
the atomic bombs on Japan caused our belief and confidence in old traditional values
(already shaken) to start breaking down. Our ideas of providence, progress and truth
became harder to uphold. Truth became a relative term, there were differing kinds of
truth, in a Foucauldian sense truth depended on who had the most power in whatever
discourse was in question. We were left with an indifferent universe, or worse, a
meaningless universe. A universe that needed no moral character (after Darwin), a
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universe that required no God (after Einstein), a universe that - according to Freud presented us as subjective identities with no specific aim or purpose, merely a clutter of
conscious and unconscious desires. The path from providence, to progress, to the nihilism
of the postmodern world seems to have been a one way street, and Matthew Arnold’s ‘sea
of faith,’ once ‘at the full,’ was now merely ‘a long withdrawing roar.’
That Dylan chose this same year to hear ‘that long withdrawing roar,’ is suitably
eccentric. Things are very clear on Slow Train Coming, it is either the devil or the Lord;
there is only one authority and that is the authority on high, and there is a kingdom called
heaven - which - if we could only wake up - we would see.
It is unclear if Dylan still holds so clearly to such fundamental beliefs, it is often assumed
he doesn’t, but I am not so sure. I wonder if Dylan has seen Mel Gibson’s film, The
Passion. It is a film I haven’t seen as yet, it opens in the UK on the day after I write this.
However, from all I can gather it is a film that very much ties in with a line from the most
interesting song on Slow Train Coming, interesting because it links intense passion for a
woman along with intense passion for Christ - and I use the word passion deliberately this is the clue. The song I am thinking of is ‘Precious Angel,’ the line is:
You were telling him about Buddha, you were telling him
about Mohammed in the same breath.
You never mentioned the man who came and died a criminals
death.
Gibson’s film is based upon a historical fiction, we have no way of knowing if the
crucifixion actually happened. We know someone we know as Jesus Christ preached his
teachings, simply because they are extant. But whether the gospel stories are fact or just
stories is open to question. Herein lies the problem. The sadism and masochism at the
heart of the Roman Catholic faith, apparently explicit in Gibson’s film and implicit in
Dylan’s song is the point at stake (so to speak) here. Gibson’s film probably isn’t aware
of the damage it will do, not just the anti-Semitic stance – I’m talking about the vulgarity
of appealing to the baser desires of such a blood-cult version of the Catholic faith.
The world, at the present time (but wasn't it always such), seems to be filled with people
killing each other over an idea - with the idea always traced back to a religious doctrine
of some kind. I won't trouble to detail the examples, they are clearly apparent.
So, back to 1979, Dylan’s simplistic born-again view of the world, or Lyotard’s studied
ambivalence to seeing any meaning in anything? If I had to choose, which I do, let me
cope with the nihilism of the latter over the innocently murderous implications of a great
road to redemption. All around we see fragmentation, the consumer society rapidly
consuming itself, the inability to perceive of media simulations from reality and the
general decline in culture and the way society perceives of itself. Give me incredulity every time!
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Bob Dylan portrait by A.Fortier

ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE
By Michael Crimmins
I received this recently:
Senor, Senor, what in Gods name are your reasons?
Why the innocents at the stations?
Do you think these deaths will get you ANYWHERE?
We don’t know, can you tell us please Senor?
Well the last thing I remembered, before my skin was peeled,
Was a trainload of people, goin’ to work and doing deals,
No one gave them any warning, no shouts to hear, no bell,
As they rode the death train to that living hell.
“Son this ain’t a dream no more……………”
There’s a lot more, but I cant write it…………..Gerry.
It is obvious enough what course of events brought about this immediate response from
my friend Gerry. Bob Dylan of course doesn’t need his lyrics rewritten for him, but in
this instance I am glad that somebody bothered to. The pen IS indeed mightier than the
sword, and that there are people who do care and react in a meaningful way is what saves
our sanity. Immediately on receiving this, a terrible apocalyptic association formed in
my mind as I remembered Dylan’s 1978 introduction to “Senor” where he spoke of the
songs origin and described meeting with a man on a train somewhere whom had “Fiery
eyes and smoke coming out of his nostrils” he went on to say “This is the man that I want
to talk to”. These images come straight from the Book of Revelation! Considering that
Dylan was on the cusp of his conversion to Christianity, this was indeed the man that he
wanted to talk to!
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Senor, Senor, do you know where were headin’?
Lincoln County Road or Armageddon?
Seems like I been down this way before.
Is there any truth in that, Senor?
Senor (Tales of Yankee Power) with lines like “You know their hearts are as hard as
leather” and “This place don’t make sense to me no more” besides being totally relevant
to the latest outrage, offer hope! Just as Gerry’s response signalled light into what could
be seen as enclosing darkness, the original lyric, although laden with despair, provides its
own solution, or rather answer, as Dylan address’s Christ directly! Therefore paving the
way for his own baptism.
The album that Senor (Tales of Yankee Power) comes from ‘Street-Legal’ although at
first seemingly being of a much fuddled landscape, takes us through scene after scene
filled with emotional turbulence. The Tarot card imagery being at direct odds, although
rightly so, with the already in place almost Gospel, seemingly waiting for the slow train
backing vocals. This is a very complex album, a special place to go though only when
the mood is right. The confusion of the lyric poetry is fitting at such a time of despair.
‘Street-Legal’ is Dylan’s spiritual dogfight, and he uses every artistic trick that he ever
used, to nail it, to pull it all into one place and up the arm of a needle. It encompasses
everything that he had ever done to date.
Robert Shelton in his book ‘No Direction Home’ said of “Where Are You Tonight”
(Journey Through Dark Heat) “ The masterwork is the final song of anguish and
prophecy, a song with the sweep of “Like a Rolling Stone” here we can discern the move
toward Christianity, the foreshadowing of major changes after hellish personal disorder
that the narrator has gone through”. Shelton was one of the few at the time when
“Street-Legal” was first released, to understand it, to stare hard, and into the Dylan
canvas. Indeed as Shelton states and beside “hellish personal disorder” his inevitable
Christian baptism, far from settling matters at this stage only seems to torture him further
as he faced up to the fact that he must go it alone. He tenderly asked of the lady in “Baby
Stop Crying” “Go down to the river babe” to join him in rebirth.
In “Where Are You Tonight (Journey through Dark Heat) the final song on ‘StreetLegal’ in the final stanza there is a bitter sweet, yet thankful, realisation of salvation.
“There’s a new day at dawn and I’ve finally arrived.
If I’m not there in the morning, baby you’ll know that I’ve survived.
I can’t believe it, I can’t believe I’m alive,
But without you it just doesn’t seem right.
Oh, where are you tonight?

It is my personal belief that terrorism achieved a terrible triumph in the wake of the
Spanish disaster. It doesn’t really matter whether the culprits are Basque militants or AlQaeda, what does matter is that the outcome of the general elections was altered.
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Dylan fans especially I feel, would find it very hard not to associate thoughts of the end
times, with the Bible and with Bob Dylan. Dylan’s concern with humanity and it’s final
deliverance, though dressed in many different colours, has always been a constant theme
of his work.
Has there ever been an artist who would risk so much to express a point of view? In
August,1963 at the Washington Civil Rights march, he risked grave misunderstanding
when he delivered his “Only a Pawn in Their Game” to a largely black gathering. Earlier
that year in May he made a stand against censorship by walking out of, what would have
been one of his first television appearances, “The Ed Sullivan Show” after his “Talkin’
John Birch Society Blues” was deemed to politically risqué. Also that same year Dylan,
although friends say he was so very obviously affected by the assassination of JFK, gave
an after dinner, sharing of the blame, speech in acceptance to his Tom Paine Award,
given for his Civil Rights involvement, where he suggested that he saw something of
himself in Lee Harvey Oswald. Then of course there were his generally conceived as ill
timed comments at live aid in 1985, the list is endless, yet the greatest risk of all in my
humble opinion was declaring his faith in Jesus Christ with the release of the mighty
‘Slow Train Coming’ album. Of course to equate Dylan’s deliverance with a word such
as risk, is rather silly, unless of course you like I consider it no risk at all.
It was not my intention sitting down here today to write about either Lincoln County road
or Armageddon because really “It’s all been done before, It’s all been written in the
book” I did have in mind a rather pleasing Dylan performance from 1984, but I find
myself distracted by these reworked lines from “Senor” and maybe the need to provoke a
little thought.
“You know we’re living in the end times. I don’t think there’s anybody here who doesn’t
feel that in their heart. The scriptures say, ‘In the last days, perilous times shall be at
hand. Men shall become lovers of their own selves. Blasphemous, heavy and high
minded. Now I don’t know who your gonna vote for, but none of these people are gonna
straighten out what’s happening in the world today. Take a look at the Middle East.
We’re heading for a war. That’s right their heading for a war. There’s gonna be a war
over there. I’d say five years maybe ten years, could be fifteen. I don’t know but
remember I told you right here. I told you ‘The Times They Are a-Changing’ and they
did. I said the answer was ‘Blowin’ in the wind’ and it was. I’m telling you now Jesus is
coming back, and he is !- And there is no other way of salvation”.
Bob Dylan Albuquerque, December. 5th 1979.
Strange how things work out, but to mention the cover of the last Freewheelin February
2004 (222) that featured twin Dylan’s set against Salvador Dali’s “The Metamorphosis of
Narcissus” seems like the perfect way to end here, I’m not sure why though!
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NOBODY CAN STOP (SIMPLE TWISTS OF FATE)
NOBODY CAN…
BY PAULA RADICE
No Bob picture this month (I’m at my parents’ for Easter, and as at Christmas, my
Dad’s computer won’t allow itself to be defiled with pictures of a seedy rockstar), but
two book reviews, to make up for it...
First, though, wasn’t The John Green Day (or weekend, as it is to many of us) great? I
really enjoyed myself, and it was lovely to meet up with so many people. Richard and I
are getting to be dab hands at the reception desk, if I say so myself, and it is an excellent
way to meet everyone coming in (and flog them some books...). Despite the weariness of
negotiating a series of engineering works on the train system on the return journey, it was
a super weekend, and really made me smile. Thank you, friends, as Bob might say. I
may even, at some distant point in the future, recover from the excitement of being
shown the Freewheelin' handshake... A very big Well Done to everyone involved with
the organizing, which went (or appeared to go, which is the most important thing), like
clockwork. And there wasn’t even a fire alarm in the middle of the night.
So, onto the books...Is it me, or are they coming thicker and faster than ever before at the
moment? Perhaps it just seems that way because I have spent all my money on a
holiday in Hibbing in August, and have very little left for the deluge of books with which
we are being assailed at the moment...Still, these two were worth their price:
A Simple Twist of Fate: Bob Dylan and the Making of Blood on the Tracks, by Andy
Gill and Kevin Odegard.
There are so very many books about Dylan nowadays that it has become difficult to see,
lately, how anyone could find an unexplored angle about which to write. The everincreasing tide of biographies and critical analyses sweeps over the bookcases, and the
completist reader begins to doubt that there are many original thoughts left out there...
Andy Gill's book not only covers (and uncovers) original ground, but allows us a
sustained look at a critical part of Dylan's creative process - his work in the recording
studio. It has a wholly novel focus for a Dylan book, in the day-to-day, song-to-song,
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process of recording an album, in the interactions between the musicians, and in the
technical details of the engineering, all fascinating stuff.
The story of the evolution of Blood on the Tracks is a fascinating one, and one of which
we were largely unaware, and the beauty and usefulness of this book lies in its access to
the memories of those who were there (except for Dylan, naturally). Most musicians
who have worked with Dylan remain shy of talking in detail about the man, for fear of
offending him, one often thinks, and jeopardising any chances - however slim - of
working with him again. These musicians, and especially the Minneapolis ones, don't
have the same reluctance: their involvement with Blood on the Tracks was of lighteningstrike improbability, and after years of going without credit for their work they appear
only too eager to put their memories and achievement on record, to great effect.
The picture of Dylan which emerges is not always a very flattering one, but it is one
which allows us to see how he - in a setting in which he is not always very comfortable gets the best from himself and others around him. The extent of Dylan's musicianship
impresses even the virtuoso musicians around him; his unwillingness to compromise
spontaneity for explanation leaves some bewildered and frustrated, some exhilarated; the
music is what - always - matters most.
The least convincing sections of the book - and the least comfortable - are those which
seek to explore Dylan's relationship with his brother David, who was chiefly responsible
for the re-recording of the Blood on the Tracks songs with Minnesotan musicians. Who
can really say what goes on within family relationships? A lot of the time, not even
family members themselves know the whole truth about the ways in which they react to
the ties that bind them. And the evidence here for the nature of David and Bob’s
relationship is very slight: a few remembered instances of childhood teasing and cruelty;
a few reminiscences from David's friends (with their own biases); a lot of - wholly
unhelpful - analogies with sibling relationships in the Old Testament. Nothing first-hand,
of course, from either of the brothers. A few quickly-passed-over thoughts on the matter
would have been more than sufficient: the attempt to turn these scraps into a fuller
investigation of the dynamics between the superstar and his overshadowed brother (as the
book would have it) is not successful, and perhaps unworthy in the light of the gems in
the rest of the book.
Tangled Up in the Bible: Bob Dylan and Scripture, by Michael J. Gilmour

I had it as my New Year’s Resolution last year to read the Bible from cover to cover, on
the basis that what's good enough for Bob is good enough for me, but I must confess that
I didn't get through it. I know now that I bought the wrong edition: perhaps I will try
again with a King James one, as it's obviously the version that Bob best responds to, as
this book clearly argues.
It's always been amazing to me, from earlier books that have examined the impact of
Scriptural writing on Dylan - most notably and sagely, of course, the late Bert
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Cartwright’s great study The Bible in the Lyrics of Bob Dylan - just how strongly biblical
language resonates through Dylan songs. Gilmour's book follows modestly where
Cartwright trod the path, in identifying some of the instances where the influence is most
discernible, and there are many interesting revelations on a textual level, for example the
biblical precedents (in Proverbs) of the “strange woman” who recurs in Dylan songs (for
example in I and I - the “strange woman sleeping in my bed”), which I, certainly, and I
suspect many others, would not have come to independently.
Gilmour sets out his aims for this book clearly. It is not intended to be a systematic
treatment, but is “[In effect]...a collection of essays on specific themes and texts, each
exploring ways that the Bible is present in the selected songs”, an approach which
Gilmour concedes is “admittedly myopic”. Unlike Cartwright, he does not affix songs to
phases in Dylan’s religiosity, or seek to use them to analyse where Dylan was at any
given time during his spiritual journeying. Where others have been very literal in their
treatment of lyrics, Gilmour tends more to the Paul Williams style of emotional
relationship with the feel of the songs, seeking to identify patterns and themes within
Dylan’s approach to Scripture. The book is dedicated, for example, “To Bob Dylan, my
favourite theologian".
This does have its dangers. Reading the book as a non-theologian, it is possible in many
chapters to feel that links are becoming rather fanciful and far-fetched. Gilmour’s
argument, for example, that the whole of Empire Burlesque stands as a commentary on
the Sermon on the Mount left me completely cold. There are, of course, themes within
songs like Tight Connection that have similarities with New Testament passages, but
aren't there always bound to be what Gilmour terms “intertextualities” when different art
forms discuss the same thing ie. the nature of the human condition? Of much more
relevance, it would seem to me, is the discussion of what Dylan feels he means when he
specifically mentions the Sermon on the Mount, as he does in Up to Me, about which
Gilmour has some interesting things to say.
I would disagree, too, with much of Gilmour’s reading of "Love and Theft". Describing it
as “Dylan's retelling of the exodus story”, Gilmour seems to have missed many of the
album’s undertones and ironies. He is particularly wrong, I think, about Moonlight, the
“gentle” protagonist of which he sees as “the voice of the Son of God”, and whose
appeals to the girl to meet him in the moonlight he describes as “offering to help with the
[exodus] journey”, ie. across the river/Red Sea. The suggestion that the singer’s crooned
blandishments might be an enticement to help the girl on an altogether more sinister sort
of journey seems not to have occurred to Gilmour at all. (Of course, he hadn't had a
chance to see the Victoria’s Secret ad before he wrote this book). Let’s hope that the girl
herself is rather more cautious and street-smart: her paramour is much more likely to be a
maidens preyer that the answer to a maiden’s prayer. (1)
The "Love and Theft” chapter, chapter 5, is full of similarly wrong-footed attempts to
fit a Mosaic reading to the songs. Perhaps the most tenuous is the footnoted suggestion
that the “Rosie's bed” line in Mississippi is intended to sound like “Red Sea bed”!
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I think one of the problems that Gilmour has is that his self-confessed biblical myopia
does not always allow him to see the depth of other influences on Dylan. Yes, floods in
songs will always have an echo of Noah’s Great Flood, but the very real nineteenth- and
twentieth- century floods of the southern states left a deep imprint (tidemark?) on blues
songs, and their influence on Dylan cannot be ignored. It needn’t be a question of which
one or the other - Bible or Blues - is the predominant influence (with Dylan it is always
likely to be a mixture of the two, with lots of other things in the mix as well, like
Japanese gangster novels!) but the influence of the latter is not given nearly enough
discussion here. Another example: Gilmour discusses which Biblical Lazarus is likely to
be the one that pops up in Tarantula - without mentioning the Po' Lazarus of song fame,
a real oversight when discussing a piece of writing which is steeped in singers and songs.
I wouldn't like to give the impression that I didn't enjoy reading Tangled Up in the Bible.
It is very accessible, and nicely written, by someone who clearly knows a great deal
about his subject, and whose respect and love for Dylan’s songs shines out very clearly.
Nowhere does Gilmour get bogged down in overly academic treatments of issues
(indeed, in more than a few places, I was left disappointed that he hadn’t expanded on his
reading of individual songs, for example, on the “ancient footsteps” in Every Grain of
Sand, his discussion of which only takes two pages and could usefully have been much
longer).
Accepted as a selective and subjective study, Tangled up in the Bible has much to offer.
It makes a nice change, above all, to read an author who presents his views on Dylan
humbly and self-critically. As he himself says, “How can we ever know, and more
importantly, does it really matter? We can't escape ambiguity.” Amen to that, brother,
Amen.

(1) This pun is dedicated, with humility, to Christopher Rick.
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Gotta Mind To Ramble
by Richard Lewis
Amazing! As someone keeps reminding us - it can only get better! And it does. What a
great weekend! Special thanks must go to Keith Agar for his superb organization and his
incredible introductions. As the man sitting next to me, turning to his two companions
just before Steve Gibbons set, said “It’s worth coming just for this bloke (Keith Agar)
never mind anything else” before doubling up with laughter again.
Sure there were a few equipment malfunctions but generally all went well. Once again I
shared the reception duties with Paula and we worked out how we could both see and do
what we wanted as well as looking after the desk. We both started off by buying a few
books and of course “Live ‘64” complete with large poster (thank you Badlands). I went
in to see CP Lee’s talk “Sniffing A Mighty Wind” as the film had been one of the best
and funniest things I’d seen and heard in ages. Despite a few technical hitches which I
thought he coped with very well it was an hour well spent. Its not often you get the
chance to see and hear The Almanac Singers or Gus Cannon or even The Rooftop
Singers plus mentions of the wonderful PF Sloan.
Cold Overture were fine and I loved the juxtaposition of “New Pony” and “Tomorrow Is
A Long Time”. I wasn't sure what to expect from the Johnny Cash Sing-a-Long tribute
but it more than lived up to expectations. Once again this was down to Keith and his
brilliant slides and it was the first time I’ve seen several grown men playing “air banjo!”
The slides of the Royal Family as we sang “Will The Circle Be Unbroken” had everyone
falling about with laughter and then the video of “Hurt” brought it all to a dignified and
moving close.
I’d not heard Peter Stone Brown before although I had read about him. I wasn't too keen
on what I took to be his own first three numbers with one of them being truly awful.
However once he started singing Woody Guthrie’s “Pastures of Plenty” things got much
better. He then went into a long rambling intro about how he discovered Dylan and the
effect that this had on him from 1963 on through ‘64, ‘65 and into ‘66.1 enjoyed it all,
especially the bit about Dylan coughing during “Gates of Eden” and saying “excuse me
but I just got over a case of leprosy”. Johnny Cash’s “Big River” with help from Trevor
Gibb was also really good.
Headliner Steve Gibbons was also on top form. I love the way he weaves in bits of Dylan
to his intros so you think he’s about to do “Man In A Long Black Coat” but it actually
turns into “I Am A Lonesome Hobo”. Great to hear his version of “Mississippi” and his
Johnny Cash song was “Ring of Fire”. Too many good songs to mention but I think my
favourite is his superb version of “Sweetheart Like You.”
Of course the real highlight was the chance to end our Freewheelin’ meeting, not with a
group hug but with the fabled Freewheelin’ handshake. On to the next time.
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by Chris Cooper
OR ANOTHER DAY IN NORTHAMPTON
Well guys we did it again! This time seemed easier in some ways. There may
well be a number of reasons this was so. First off, our indefatigable Emcee
Keith Agar (the unofficial Fwler) had carried the organization for this one
mostly on his own shoulders. Of course we helped when we could, but Keith
supplied the momentum.
Once again the crowds were of similar volume and indeed many familiar
faces, it’s good to see we are developing a group of regulars much as our
Cambridge meetings do. And this time we succeeded in persuading our other
Cambridge cohort John Nye to join us. I believe this was John’s first ever
Convention, but he certainly settled in. I usually get left to do the
audio/visual stuff at Northampton and it often means I am running from
place to place. Well it was a little easier this year as John Nye, who often
helps set things up at Cambridge naturally dropped back into the role and
was soon helping sort the chaos out. Thanks John.

whilst Keith set about one of his hilarious intros to
the day the usual reliable band were at the door letting the hordes in. Fellow
members Paula and Richard again manned the door throughout the day.
Without a whimper, well done. I’d like to put their pics here but sadly whilst
I did organize a camera my missus Dizzy left the thing on and the batteries
were dead in no time so I only have stills from my films. Next year people ..
Also would have liked to put one in (or on!) my old sparring partner
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JRS, who tried to keep things together in his usual diplomatic way, and who
got the present FWlers together for a small FW agenda meeting during the
day. It generally was felt that we should hold a further get together in the
style of our old Lincoln meetings. So we may start meeting twice a year soon!

Andy was first speaker a role he’s well used to, and I
thought this year he gave his best yet. He also produced a further rare
audio track “in the spirit of John Green” which was a touching gesture. On
the subject of touched CP Lee’s talk that followed was the customary
mixture of sartorial wit and mayhem that makes his talk such a popular one.
He had me switching tracks, audio / video and stills a s he ran us through
some of our musical heritage, nice one CP. And wherever did you find all
those rare pics???

Trevor Gibb introduced Masked and Anonymous’ screening. His enthusiasm
and knowledge on the subject was impressive. To see someone so young being
so animated and enthusiastic about our old wheezer was really nice. He’d be
a good addition to the FW ranks one fine day.

Masked and Anonymous gave me some respite time and I was sure glad of
that. Though I have two endearing memories of it. One was walking back
almost tripping over Paula who was sitting there glued to the screen. She
almost apologized for being in there but when I reached the back of the
room I could see that virtually our entire audience were in there. Dealers
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rooms are rare video screenings had been abandoned and with the lights out
it almost had a cinema atmosphere.

The panel discussion happened this time, we have tried before somehow it
never got going. This time it did, I was so pleased to see our old mate Jeff
Stevens up there and very involved. A sit followed the screening it was not
surprisingly dominated with M & A questions. But I enjoyed it, and as you
can see so did the panel themselves. We were now running over a bit but
there was a break here. So we had some free time? If only. This was when
we had to get the bands set ups organized as well as Keith’s slide
presentation, and with JRS herding us into a FW meeting also I barely had
no time to get a meal even. In the end Dizzy and I had to grab some food
during Peter Stone Browns set. Dizzy was pretty considerate here as this is
not the way many wives expect to spend their 33rd wedding anniversary!

Thankfully she (and I) really enjoyed Peters set, he
was joined at the end by Trevor Gibb and at one point gave us an almost 30
minute intro to Farewell Angelina ! Awesome! This guy has been everywhere.
I got his album that he was sporting and whilst it’s 8 years old you should
still hear it. I’d have him back for sure.
And returns were what was to follow, I confess some misgivings about
whether we should have rebooked the next two, but my fears were
groundless.
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Cold Overture gave the best set I have ever seen them do, with their new
guitarist “Fanny” they were on top form and delivered scorching versions of
many Dylan songs including Hurricane and very touching versions of
“Tomorrow is a long time” dedicated to absent friends, which I assumed
referred to their soundman Yan who is seriously ill. Paul had his name written
on his forearm throughout the performance.
And so we got to Steve Gibbons, and you know, he was just amazing, so much
more relaxed than before, he joked, he took requests at the end and he
overran! My fears were quite groundless judging by the cheers.
By now it was gone midnight but we were up most of the night as usual, I
spent with many of my mates, some fellow collectors and my old conspirator
David, which as you can see Dizzy did manage to capture.

So another JG passes, and I am pretty sure there will be JG5 next year. I
have no idea who will be booked, but I know who a lot of the crowd will be. I
haven’t mentioned John’s family but they were all there again this year.
Including John’s Mum Edna. Last year she had implied she might not be back
but not only was she there she stayed up till after the event had closed. I
was therefore a bit surprised to see her bright eyed on the Sunday morning
as we prepared to leave. She came over and gave Dizzy and I a goodbye hug.
“look after yourselves” she said, “I’ll see you all next year”. I commented
that I thought she had done well to stay the day and that I was glad she
would be back, and with a smile she said “well you feel a part of my family
now”.
I don’t think there is any better reason for what we do.
To the Kidda ! and,
Till Next Time
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John Green Day No: 4 by Dizzy Cooper
I feel hungover on the way back from Northampton
Not from strong liquor or cheap wine.
Just from the fact that I was there
Just from meeting so many old friends
Just from making so many new friends
Just from giving amd receiving love to share,
It was the moment I got there it started
Like a second home to me it was
The Kidda’s spirit entrapped in there
That’s the main reason, just because
John’s family just like kin to me
Memories so priceless, must be to share.
And the speakers, and the traders
All part of the whole effect
The ambience, the fraternity
The work preparing and on going
And the moment it all comes together
Shall it stay for all eternity?
The music you say? I’ve not forgot.
The music hangover it’s all so grand
Hungover from Peter and Trevor too.
Hungover from Paul and Cold Overture
Hungover not from “Mary” but from Steve Gibbons
And it’s all so wonderful, every note and word
It’s something to remember, to cherish for all time
It’s something to remember, file under “wonderful” again.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES

CONCLUSIONS OFF THE WALL
(On All Things Bright and Beautiful)

1. With Music In My Ears
So many things made the John Green weekend special this year. Meeting up with friends,
old and new, is always a very special part of the weekend as is seeing John’s family, and
in particular John’s mum being so proud of her errant son that it should come to such a
celebration of his life for this fourth year. I always stand in awe of our right wing fascist
pig of an M.C., the totally un p.c., Keith Agar with all his marvelous works and the
pulling together of Freewheelers going about their duties, on and off stage, makes a
wonderful link between what we put on and the people that we are putting it in for. And,
talking about links, what about that physical link of the Freewheelin handshake? In Mr.
Agar’s engine room, where the rules of his road were being lodged, we stood in a circle
with one hand waving free. Yes, Mr. Punch: that’s the way to do it.
There was however something else that permeated the entire weekend, something that
was always there whether in the background or up front and in your face. Whenever you
stopped for a second to think, it hit you: there was literally music everywhere. There were
of course the organized musical interludes from the stage with Homer and CP
interspersing their talks with some melody; and during the evening we had Cold
Overture, Peter Stone Brown, and Steve Gibbons giving it up with their instruments: we
even had audience participation in the form of a Johnny Cash singalong. Music from both
sides of the footlights.
It wasn’t just the planned performances that got to me though, it was equally those
unplanned moments: whenever I left the main function room music could be heard from
the Trader’s stalls or from the video room. Then some pure magical post agenda
moments in the bar when jingle jangle chords accompanied a ragged choir. Steve Watson
and Steve Gibbons on guitars at one end, Trevor and Peter at the other; Paul and the band
played along and everyone who knew the words (and some who didn’t) joined in the
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never ending performance of Dylan song after Dylan song. I left the bar at 5.30am BST
just as Trevor had turned his attention to the piano and the two Steves were into
something from Street Legal. As I got in the lift, I still heard them from a distance and the
music was still in my ears.
It didn’t end there: next morning after breakfast two guitarists sat in the corner of the bar
and continued their performance to anyone who wanted to linger and listen. It really was
a musical weekend.
I didn’t purchase a great deal of merchandise at the Trader’s stalls but one of the items I
took home with me prolonged the theme of the weekend and brought more music to my
ears as I took the opportunity whilst at Northampton to purchase the now officially
released Halloween 1964 concert from the Philharmonic Hall. I first had that concert on
tape about 25 years ago, then I remember getting a deluxe vinyl bootleg box set edition of
All Hallows Eve before, some time later, I got the concert again on a double bootleg CD.
The man is right, those bootleggers really do make some pretty good stuff but it is nice to
have an official version of the concert and also to know that some royalties will at last
find their way into the artist’s pocket (please don’t say he doesn’t need the royalties
because that’s irrelevant).
One of the things that intrigues me about the ‘64 Halloween show is the difference in
pace of the patter and the performance. There must have been a canister of laughing gas
at the side of the stage from which Dylan took mighty gasps as in between his songs that
contain expressions of, and are performed with, the utmost seriousness, he fools, he jibes,
he jokes and he just…well, giggles. Although he appears supremely confident in the
delivery of the epics ‘Gates of Eden’, ‘It’s Alright, Ma’ and ‘Hard Rain’ for instance, this
between-song laughter adds an edge of nervousness and wonder to the show: it is as if he
doesn’t really want to be taken seriously and that he is singing songs that have been
written by someone else. The question can be put again: will the real Bob Dylan stand up
please?
The standout track for me in the entire set is the hollering version, in the second half of
the show, of ‘Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right’. Who the hell is he shouting at and why
does he shout so loud? My goodness, they would be able to hear him all the way from
New York to his home town in Minnesota. But then perhaps it was the attitude of his
folks back in Minnesota, rather than some local floozy, that was the real reason for him to
be ‘trav’lin’ on’. The delivery to me sounds like the rebellious cry of youth from
someone who could write the anthemic:
‘Come mothers and fathers
Throughout the land
And don't criticize
What you can't understand
Your sons and your daughters
Are beyond your command
Your old road is
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Rapidly agin'.
Please get out of the new one
If you can't lend your hand
For the times they are a-changin'.’
The stance of this ‘Don’t Think Twice’ from the Philharmonic Hall is so emphatic and so
underlines the situation that this particular son is way beyond the command of his mother
and father. All they did was criticize when they didn’t really understand and they didn’t
do too much talking anyway. Well grown ups and kids don’t do they? So Mum and Dad,
as a child I was told to toe the line: but things have changed: your old road is rapidly
agin’ and I’m on a new road. I love you and all that and I’ll be fine. Don’t think twice
about it. It’s all right…Ma. (Don’t be fooled by the call to ‘babe’ throughout the song – if
you discount the first letter of the word you get ‘Abe’ – the name of Dylan’s father!).

2. Gathered from coincidence
Just an update really on my article in Freewheelin 222 about the Gemini twins from
Minnesota, Bob Dylan and Prince Nelson. On the 15th March 2004 at the Waldorf Astoria
in New York City Prince was inducted into the Rock n’ roll Hall of Fame. Another
inductee at the ceremony was George Harrison and the artists who promoted these
inductees were Jeff Lynne and Tom Petty. So: George Harrison, Jeff Lynne, Tom Petty
and Prince. Strange line up … and of course un Lucky for some.
Further on the matter of links, and following C.P.’s Beach Boys wonder words last
month, at the third induction ceremony, held in 1988, Bob Dylan was inducted into the
Hall of Fame together with – you guessed it: The Beach Boys. Whether this has any
meaning, God only knows.

3. Thong & Danth, Man ?
You may recall that towards the end of last year, that great bathroom conversationalist
Jim Gillan told us that he had discovered some kind of truth. Jim reported on the result of
that discovery – the linking of faith and underwear - in Freewheelin 220. This is part of
what he wrote:
‘Faith is like underwear, in that it is something that many folks take for granted, perhaps
regard as essential, simply assume that it has to be there and cloak themselves in it just in
case the unexpected and unwelcome happens. Stick with me, there is a point to this. I
hope.
Faith, like underwear, comes in lots of different labels, though arguably all of them do
substantially the same thing, which is offer support, provide some control and act as
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something of a safety net. And the parallels have barely begun! Try this: Faith, like the
underwear that might be found on any one shop may appear undifferentiated, but the
wearer soon customises it. To explain: Faith gets interpreted to suit the conscience of the
individual (if this is done by clerics it’s called theology, if by the laity it’s called heresy),
whilst underwear is inevitably stretched and/or tucked to fit where necessary. Both are
equally elastic! And like Faith, underwear needs to be looked after if it is to remain pure
and unsullied.
For some, Faith is as practical as a pair of boxer shorts. For others it’s as uplifting as a
balcony bra. Some may find it as constricting as a fully stiffened corset, or as
uncomfortable as a too tight thong, whilst others find it as comforting as the famous
Playtex eighteen hour girdle (now THAT really takes some believing). But ultimately it’s
an entirely personal matter for the individual, who may of course choose to let one or
maybe others (some folks have more involved social lives than others) in on the
secret. Victoria’s Secret for US readers.’
I am not quite sure of the exact sequence of events but, some time after Jim’s article, the
somewhat astonishing news broke that Dylan was in Venice to be filmed for an advert for
the American underwear giant Victoria’s Secret. This news prompted my email to Jim
that he mentioned in his article in Freewheelin 222 and for those voyeurs among us the
ad. can be seen if you follow the link from item number 4 on the Expecting Rain website
page for 3rd April 2004. Apparently Dylan’s appearance is to advertise a new range of
lingerie called ‘Angels’ and, as will be seen from the advert, the scantily clad beauties
who appear with Bob are all wearing pretty blue bras …and wings.
Item number 3 on Expecting Rain for the 3rd April comes from a poetry magazine and
spouts some conjecture about why Dylan appeared in the advert:
‘Just more musings on the Dylan Victoria's Secret ad. After talking to a friend at work,
I've decided that Dylan did it for the women, song, and Venice. And after all, the product
being sold is ‘love’.
‘The women, the song and Venice’? No, surely it was a test of faith!
Now I know that Jim doesn’t take these things seriously but he did ask (in Freewheelin
222) for any other suggestions linking a Dylan song to underwear. Always willing to
oblige, I gave it some thought and came up with the ‘pants’ and ‘vests’ of Desolation
Row (not to mention the ‘leather cup’ - 36BB no doubt, or something that is ‘strapped
across their shoulders’). On the subject of the vest I did think for a long time that the lyric
was ‘ she wears an inroned vest’ but that’s probably because I am the neat and tidy sort.
With regard to the ‘pants’, of course the word ‘pants’ has a different connotation in the
States – over there it also means trousers, over here it means underwear. Let’s stick to the
English usage for a minute. The lyric is:
‘Here comes the blind commissioner
They’ve got him in a trance
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One hand is tied to the tight-rope walker
The other is in his pants’
To explore this lyric a little further, you have to establish the gender of the two
participants. Clearly the blind commissioner is male (because ‘they’ve got HIM in a
trance’) and if you continue the lineage sequence of participant followed by gender, the
tight rope walker is also male (‘HIS pants’). But does this mean that the blind
commissioner has one hand down the tight rope walkers pants? If it did, and if they are
truly both males, then this would certainly sit appropriately with the reading of
homoerotic references in other songs from Highway 61 Revisited, notably, ‘Ballad Of A
Thin Man’. We don’t however want to read it that way do we? We would feel much
safer in treating the tight-rope walker as female and the blind commissioner’s other hand
as being in his own pants, for whatever reason.
So much for underwear and gender ambiguity. I reckon Jim should write to the Victoria’s
Secret people and share his thoughts on faith and underwear. His thoughts may be treated
with glory, even if only the knickerbockers kind!

4. Taking My Wife To Italy
“Can’t we get away from bloody Bob Dylan, just for once?”
Some good friends of ours spent their summer holiday last year on the Adriatic coast of
Italy, in the Le Marche/ Abbruzio regions. They subsequently entertained us with some
delightful stories of happy times spent under an Italian sun and, being grossly impressed,
we decided to follow in their footsteps. Accordingly, earlier in the year we took
advantage of the excellent Euro/pound exchange rate coupled with some good offers
from Ryanaire and we booked a holiday in a place called Giulianova, which is about 20
miles north of Pescara. We leave Stanstead airport on Monday 28th June and return a
couple of weeks later.
Just recently I have been reading up about this region of Italy and it seems that there are
many places to visit, from the golden sandy beaches to the quaint little hill top villages,
from the National parks to the ancient monuments, from the picturesque landscaped lakes
to…the vineyards. So far as it could be, the holiday was gong to be completely Dylan
free. Free that is until I spotted the following news item that was planted in the press this
week:
‘Legendary musician Bob Dylan is the latest in a growing band of celebrities to lend his
name to a wine.

‘Planet Waves’ will be the new label of a ‘super-Marche’ release – in a joint venture
between the American rocker and established winemaker Antonio Terni of le Terrazze
estate.
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‘Planet Waves’ 2002 is a blend of 75% Montepulciano d’Abruzzo and 25% Merlot.
"It’s a smooth, full bodied, structured red, similar to the Chaos label which, in 2001,
was awarded Gambero Rosso 3 bicchieri award - but more upmarket," says Terni.
Antonio Terni comes from a line of winemakers based in Italy’s central eastern coastal
town of Ancona in the Marche. Terni has always been a keen fan of Dylan, spending
most of his free time following his gigs around the world. Last November he met
Dylan’s drummer at a party in Milan and through him sent Dylan a few bottles of his
top label "Visions of J", after the Dylan song Visions of Johanna. Terni was later
contacted by Dylan’s manager.
"He liked my wine and said he would be interested in getting involved in a joint
venture to produce a top Italian wine", says Terni. "I couldn’t believe my ears. Dylan
has been my life-long idol - he has accompanied me though my youth and entire life.
Who would ever think that one day we’d produce a wine together?," exclaims Terni.
An estimated 5,000 bottles of ‘Planet Waves’ 2002 will be released in October 2004. In
the UK a small number will be available through Berry Bros. & Rudd at a sales price
of £35.’
I quickly checked my map of the region and it looks like we are holidaying about an
hours drive from Dylan’s vineyard. Not only that, Dylan performs near Venice on the 2nd
July which is the first Friday of our holiday. (We booked it before he did!). He has
Sunday 5th July off and as he is in Italy what is the betting that he visits his vineyard on
that day?
So the trip that has been already inked in to our holiday itinerary is Sunday 5th July:
explore the vineyards of the region and take home a bottle of wine. Just a little trip out in
the rented car: for no particular reason and with no ulterior motives, dear.

DON’T TELL HER IT ISN’T SO!
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